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A Happy Bunch!
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Oyster River Pub To Pub Walk (hiking)      return to Reports list 
Sat Feb 04, 2017 
Leader: Denise Allard
Co-Leader: Ed Tickner

With the slippery driving conditions several people didnt feel comfortable driving
(myself included), so our numbers were lower than they might have been otherwise.
Those that were able to make it were treated to a real winter wonderland! The snow
mostly held off on our outbound leg so conditions were great for photography with
lots of geese, ducks, swans, seals and sea lions to be seen. Lunch at the Salmon
Point Pub was very good. The Pub was closed for due to the snowy weather, but
honoured our reservation so we had the place to ourselves. Window seats, good
company, good food and the view...whats not to like! It snowed lightly on the way
back, just enough to make us think of relaxing with a warm drink when we got home.
Thanks to Denise for leading us and thanks to the staff at Salmon Point for opening
just for us.
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Ah, I see the pub in the
distance.
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Good food!
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Report contributors: Michele H, Susan O, Petra S, Ed T, Darrell T, 

Participant list (8 of 9): Denise A, Michele H, Marrilynn H, Harold O, Susan O,
Petra S, Ed T, Darrell T, 
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